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Abstract

Research on the impact of social media users’ engagement action on purchase intention still remains in its infancy. It is necessary for a company to gauge whether or not its efforts to stimulate user activity on its fan pages are successful in generating output. This study utilized the Uses and Gratification (UGT) theory and Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM) as a foundation to explore the social media engagement actions and examined the effect of users’ engagement actions alongside their purchase intention. An online survey was carried out on four popular companies’ fan page followers in various industries in Malaysia, and a total of 307 questionnaires were collected and analysed. The findings indicated a significant relationship between fan page engagement and Purchase intention. The results will help e-commerce marketers identify the importance of social media engagement on sales, while guiding e-marketers on their decision pertaining to e-marketing tools, particularly for engagement metrics in increasing sales. The study will also provide marketers with a descriptive idea on users’ activities. Overall, the study serves as a basic fundamental guideline for academicians and researchers to interpret the concept of engagement metrics and its effect on purchase intention, as well opening a vast area of unexplored researches on the subject of social media.
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1. Introduction

It is important for companies to know whether their efforts to inspire user activity on brand pages are effective [22] and successful. Moreover, marketers need to explore the actual impact of social media engagement activities on purchase intention, while also determining the consistency of sales with social media engagement metrics. Companies are using different ways to determine user engagements, their actions, and predicting user behaviour. N. Elliot reported that measuring engagement metrics data in social media (SM) is difficult, and in fact, their findings admitted that engagement metrics are not indicative of the success of a company [11]. Another research conducted by Wasupol showed that there was no evidence that high frequency visits to fan pages stimulates purchasing behaviour [48]. These contradictions emerge from empirical research on real participants’ engagement and purchase intention, as there have been several calls for increased research on social media services [27], with huge demands from the business world for empirical research in this area [3].

In social media, users tend to partake in different types of activities (e.g. comment, like, share, view), which create Social Media engagement metrics and result in different outcomes. For example, users of different Facebook fan pages tend to engage with different pages differently. They can like, comment, share, and click on posts, which normally indicate how they feel about the content. This will affect their next action in turn. Taking into account this and the aforementioned literature, the main aim of this study is to identify the impact of users’ engagement actions of fan pages (e.g., Like, share, read, comment, post) on followers purchase behaviour among the followers of the selected engaged fan pages in Malaysia (Fan pages that have engaged followers or high fan page growth rate, or a combination of both). The followers of fan pages are the real online community member of the pages, which makes up the real identifier for emotional/cultural engagement as auxiliary consumption and created co-production. The findings of this study will shed additional light on customer online behavior and engagement, which will help e-commerce marketers design their SM (social Media) strategy and generate contents in social media based on user behaviors. The study will also provide marketers with a descriptive idea on users’ activities.
2. Background of the study and hypotheses development

Researchers used different theories and models to investigate individual online behaviour and the contents of the website, blog, Fan pages and other online platforms. User gratifications theory [23] and Elaboration Likelihood Model [25] are some examples that researchers used to measure behaviour related to new media like the internet, online communities, social networking, and blogs [44]. Uses and gratifications theory (UGT) is an audience entered approach to understanding mass communication [42] focusing on "what do people do with media?" [23]. It assumes that consumers are not passive members of the media and that consumers have an active role in interpreting and integrating media into their own respective lives [23]. We developed the measurement items of the engagement metrics according to the concept of UGT. From a theoretical perspective, U&G theory could be used to explain some elements of consumer behaviour through social media. Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM) argues that when a person encounters some form of communication, they can process this communication with varying levels of thought (elaboration), ranging from a low degree of thought (low elaboration) to a high degree of thought (high elaboration) [25]. D. H. Park, J. Lee and I. Han applied the ELM for an improved knowledge on the understanding of the influence of online consumer reviews on purchasing intention [35]. An experimental study was conducted to examine the moderating role of involvement in persuasion level. They found that the quality and quantity of online reviews affect consumers’ purchasing intention (PI), respectively. The results showed that low-involvement consumers are affected by quantity rather than quality of online reviews, while high-involvement consumers are affected mainly by review quantity when the review quality is high. Many research used these theories and others to investigate social media engagement and user on line behaviour in multiple contexts and settings. According to the ELM concept, we assume that high involvement or engagement with fan pages might lead users to have higher purchase intention.

Review of the literature shows that many research conducted on identifying factors of fan page content popularity [12]; purchase intention in social sites; the importance of fan page [18]; and fan page engagement [28][50]; the effect of the contents of Fan pages on online engagement [31][52][46]; consumers drive or motivations to engage on the Facebook page of the brands [43][32], strategy to engage consumers in fan page or social media [21][26][51], and discovering significant drivers of customer loyalty to social media or fan pages [2][39][19]. Limited researches were conducted on following/liking fan pages and its impact on brand loyalty,
awareness, and customer relationships [6][9]. Moreover, the concept of user engagement in online brand communities is still poorly understood, underscoring the need for theoretical-based research of user engagement [49], while research indicated that online participants’ observation could provide a more in-depth explanation about how social media engagement model works [28].

2.1 Fan page Engagement

The first goal of a fan page is to get fans or followers engaged [47]. Poyry summarised two major types of online community membership; quiet membership and communicative membership. The former is characterised by members who regularly read others’ posts but seldom post their own opinions, while the latter includes those who are actively interacting with the community [37]. Poyry also pointed out that members consume content produced by others and acquire and transfer informational and social values [37]. Linjuan analysed Chinese social media engagement through consuming and contributing. Consuming is related to watching videos, viewing pictures on companies’ page, reading companies’ posts and user comments or product reviews’ and liking/joining (e.g., becoming a fan of or following) a company’s page, while contributing is related to engaging in conversations on companies’ pages (e.g., commenting, asking, and answering questions), sharing companies’ posts on their own page (e.g., video, audio, pictures, and texts), recommending companies’ pages to their contacts’ and uploading product-related video, audio, pictures, or images. According to Simply Measured (Global social analytics platform), engagement metrics include likes, comments, and shares; however, according to Facebook, it include likes, comments, and shares, as well as clicks on the post (e.g. opening a picture, clicking on ‘play’ on a video, clicking through a link). Within a Facebook brand page, fans can engage with a company by posting contents on the wall, commenting on the existing post shared by the moderator, indicating interest in an existing post by liking it, and sharing posts on their profile wall. Each action(s) generate a story, which appears on the wall of each of the fan’s Facebook friends. In other words, social media engagement is what the public feel about its content and what they do about it.

2.2 Purchase Intension and Fan page engagement

Purchase intentions refer to the degree of perceptual conviction of a customer to purchase a particular product (or service) [2]. It is referred to as the subjective judgment by consumers reflected upon after the general evaluation of buying products or services [20]. This statement can be
indicative of several meanings, such as consumer willingness to consider buying, buying intention in the future, and decision repurchases [20]. When shopping for high purchase involvement goods, consumers seek extensive information on it to help them decide [8], and many studies pointed out that information search is one the most reported motivational factor of using social media and fan pages [47][4]. In the case of low involvement products, consumers rarely searched for and assessed product information, and messaging by low involvement brands focus on rapid hedonic or otherwise effective appeals [17]. Previous studies revealed hedonic as one of the major motivations of using social media and fan pages [37][47]. The more transformational the messaging appeal, the higher consumer engagement will be in fan pages, and due to the hedonic nature of transformational messages in fan pages [8], consumers tend to be engaged in fan pages that might lead them to purchasing a product. The interactions in fan pages are vital from the perspective of companies, because such active customers build on the brand by increasing awareness, involvement, and engagement, therefore stimulating purchases [47] and also online reviews activities are related with sales output [5]. Besides, one recent study reveals that fan-page engagement metrics have a strong positive impact on online purchase intention [53][40].

High fan page usage intensity and regular contact with the brand have an effect on the brand relationship and should increase their likelihood of repurchasing. Prior studies have also shown a relationship between involvement and product purchase [38]. Moreover, studies have shown that engagement within online brand communities on social media has a positive effect on purchase intention. All the Likes, Comments, and Shares on Facebook Pages are subtle brand recommendations for consumers to purchase products [1]. In the current study, we regarded fan pages’ “Engagement Metrics” as an independent variable, and “Purchase Intention” as a dependent variable. We assumed that trust, gender, age and employment status will moderate this relationship (See Fig.1). According to the aforementioned findings and assessments, we developed the following hypothesis:

**H1:** There is a positive relationship between Fan Page Engagement and purchase intention.

![Fig 1: Research Model](image-url)
3. Methodology of research

3.1 Sampling Framework

An ad-hoc survey on fan page was conducted to test the main hypothesis in our research framework. The study is concentrated on fan page engagement activities of users and their respective purchase intention. Four popular organisations in Malaysia that are active in fan pages with a large number of fan page followers or good growth rate were selected; Lenovo mobile Malaysia, Samsung Malaysia, Zalora Malaysia, and KFC Malaysia. We selected these firms based on judgment sampling [according to number of followers, PTA (people talking about) metrics, fan page growth rate] . These companies conduct business based on a hybrid model (doing business online and offline). The scales embody two constructs i.e. fan page engagement metrics and purchase intention. Each construct is explained via distinct sets of statements being measured on a common intensity based 5-point Likert scale [strongly disagree (1), strongly agree (5)].

The survey instrument was made accessible with a web-link to followers of the four sampled firms. We selected fan page followers as our respondents, because they can provide the most valuable information on fan page behavioural pattern and measure engagement metrics [9]. The respondents were selected according to their respective activities on the selected fan pages, and we selected 150 active users from each fan page. From 150 users, 100 respondents were selected randomly for the final survey. The web-link of the questionnaires was personally emailed to 100 followers from each selected fan page. Out of 400 questionnaires, 326 completed questionnaires were returned, out of which 307 responses were found to be valid, and thus used for the study.

3.2 Measurement Instruments

Our proposed model includes two latent constructs; Fan page engagement metrics and purchase intention (Fig 1). Fan page engagement construct comprise of thirteen self-administered items. The items were generated according to previous studies [18][28], while Purchase Intention comprises of six items adopted from previous study [6][3] (Appendix 1).

4. Descriptive statistics of engagement metrics:

According to the users’ responses, we found that 77% fan page followers read/ watch posts of fan pages; about 43% users navigate in the brand applications of the fan pages; 77% users usually click “like” button on
contents of fan pages; 40% put “comments” on the brand posts, 67% users put “comment” on other followers post or comments; 99% followers write on their wall about their followed brand; 34% invite their Facebook friends to like their followed fan page; 19% of the followers share brand posts from fan pages; 9% of users upload product image, video in their fan page; 81% of followers participate in fan page promotional campaign; 52% followers like to spread promotional offerings of fan pages to their friends via social media connections; 61% of the followers like to write on fan page walls; 96% followers like to discuss issues with marketers through the fan page messaging option, and 58% like to consider fan page information prior to making purchases. Moreover, 68% of users are demotivated or not interested in sharing brand posts, 73% of users are not inspired to upload any image/video in fan pages; 50% of the followers do not invite others to join fan pages from their social media community; 58% of the users do not like to show their followed brand on their personal Facebook profile; 37% do not like to comment on brand posts. However, 67% of users like to comment on other followers’ posts. The results of the descriptive analysis show that Fan page followers tend to show medium level of engagement activities overall (M= 3.14, SD= 1.28, n=307). Table 2 details the descriptive statistics of users’ engagement activities.

Table 2: Descriptive of engagement activities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Engagement action description</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Read and watch fan page posts</td>
<td>4.33</td>
<td>1.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Navigate in the brand applications</td>
<td>2.98</td>
<td>1.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Click “like” button</td>
<td>4.35</td>
<td>1.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Commenting on brand post</td>
<td>2.87</td>
<td>1.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Commenting on other users’ post</td>
<td>3.98</td>
<td>1.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Writing on Facebook profile about followed brand</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>1.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Inviting Facebook friends to like the followed brand</td>
<td>2.68</td>
<td>1.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Sharing brand post</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Uploading product image , video in fan pages</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>1.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Participating fan page promotional campaign</td>
<td>4.56</td>
<td>1.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Spreading fan page offering via social media connections</td>
<td>3.21</td>
<td>1.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Writing on Fan page wall</td>
<td>3.98</td>
<td>1.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Discussing with the marketers through fan page chat option.</td>
<td>4.67</td>
<td>1.32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Data Analysis

5.1. Confirmatory Factor Analysis
5.1.1. Construct Validity: At least four fit indices is needed for construct validity of a measurement model: Root mean Square of error Approximation (RMSEA), Goodness of Fit Index (GIF), Comparative Fit Index (CFI), Chi Square/Degree of Freedom [RMSEA < .08, GFI > .90, CFI > .90, and CMIN/df < 3] (Hair J. F., 2010)(See Table 3).

5.1.2 Convergent validity: Convergent validity refers to the degree to which multiple methods of measuring a variable provide the same results [34]. The following criteria must be satisfied towards ensuring convergent validity: CR > 0.7, CR > AVE, and AVE > 0.5 [16]. The beta value for all the items were found to exceed 0.7, and AVE of two constructs were found to be greater than 0.5 [15].

![Fig 3: Item covariance](image)

5.1.3 Discriminant validity: Discriminant validity is achieved when no redundant item in the model or the correlation between pairs of latent constructs is ≤ .85 [34][15]. The item covariance of each construct is shown in Fig 3. The correlation among two construct was less than 0.85 and shown in Fig 4. To further estimate discriminate validity, this study examined: (1) exploratory factor analysis confirm that each indicators loads highly with its own construct than others and (2) comparison of the square root of each construct’s AVEs to its correlation with other variables [7]. Results show that all items loading significantly on their predefined constructs and construct correlations were all below the square root of AVE for each construct. These analyses provided evidence of discriminant validity. This study performs exploratory factor analysis to determine if the results indicate the existence of Common Method Variance. Results of EFA reveal no sign
of single-factor that account for the majority of variances, thus confirming that the data is free from CMV.

Fig 4: latent variable correlation

5.2 Structural model

The proposed structural model was tested for an overall model fit. The model’s fit is assessed on the basis of Root mean Square of error Approximation (RMSEA), P-value, Goodness of Fit Index (GIF), Comparative Fit Index (CIF), Chi Square/ Degree of Freedom, Adjusted Goodness of Fit Index (AGFI), and P-close [16]. In this study, the Chi-square P-value turns out to be significant, but all other Model fit indices were acceptable. Chi-square is affected by sample size (it is always significant when N > 200) [33]. Model fit indices for all individual constructs were calculated, and the results tabulated in Table 3. All 19 measured variables loaded significantly onto their respective constructs with their respective estimates [36].
The structural model is assessed by examining the paths’ coefficients (Beta weights), which represents the quality of the relationship between dependent and independent variables. Fan page engagement metrics positively influence user’s Purchase Intention ($\beta = .81$, $p < 0.01$), and the result statistically supports Hypothesis 1 (H1). In terms of the impact of followers’ engagement actions on purchase intention, the study identified a strong positive effect of follower engagement actions on purchase intention. It was suggested that if followers positively engage in fan page’s activities, they will positively react towards the purchase of that particular brand. The $R^2$ value also reflects the predictive power of the model ($R^2=0.66$). The results shows that the user engagement factors (reading/watching brand post, navigating brand application in the fan page, liking brand post, commenting on brand post, commenting on others followers’ post, writing on Facebook profile about followed brand, inviting friends to like the followed brands, sharing, uploading product data in fan page, participating fan page promotional campaign, spreading product information to fan page online community, writing on fan page wall, messaging with marketers through fan page chatting option) are able to explain 66% of the variance in their purchase intention. This result supported our arguments that the users who are more active and interact have higher intention to purchase. The structural model is shown in Fig 5.
Fig 5: Structural Model

Table 1: Model fit indices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indices</th>
<th>Recommended Value (Hair J. F., 2010)</th>
<th>Model fit indices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GFI</td>
<td>&gt; 0.9</td>
<td>0.903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFI</td>
<td>&gt; 0.9</td>
<td>0.922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chisq/df</td>
<td>&lt; 5.0</td>
<td>3.671</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGFI</td>
<td>&gt; 0.9</td>
<td>0.901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSEA</td>
<td>&lt; 0.08</td>
<td>0.061</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6. Discussions

The result of this study shows the significant and strong effect of user engagement on purchase intention. This suggests that when users engage and perform any action, the possibility that they purchase a product is higher. This result indicated that if the companies can increase user engagement in their Fan page, they can benefit from higher sales. The preliminary finding from respondents’ answers reported that fan page followers are uninterested in producing contents, especially sharing posts, uploading any images/videos, or even commenting on fan page posts, while these types of user engagement is important towards the development of UGC (Users Generated Content) [30][45][24][47]. The survey was conducted on active fan page followers that will help marketers identify the preferred and unperformed actions of their active online users. The paper thus suggests that marketers be as quick and pre-emptive on these pages as possible. For an improved and emotive engagement with the followers, marketers are advised to use real time and content marketing strategies [12][29]. Marketers should follow ‘interactive marketing’ to engage with their audience via promotions and contents related to a particular current event or cultural occurrence. Also, if companies better understand the reason for fan page engagement, they can use this to interact with consumers and transform them from ordinary user to real “fans” of their brands [3]. The study is consistent with several previous studies emphasising social media engagement metrics for business improvement [13][14][41][6].

7. Conclusions

In the study, we empirically tested the engagement metrics related actions of actual active online participants and revealed their purchase intention of their respective followed brands. The study also established a theoretical framework on fan page engagement metrics and their relationship with engaged users’ purchase intention. In the current study, user’s actions’ percentage on their fan page is identified, which will provide the marketers with a concise idea pertaining to the subject. The empirically-tested model would guide the marketers in understanding the impact of fan page engagement on their clients’ purchase intention, and identify their targeted users’ actions on their respective fan pages. Marketers should have an idea about users’ preferred actions on fan pages, not only from their own fan pages, but also from the perspective of vast business areas. The study will help them design content strategies and social media marketing tools.
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APPENDIX 1

Constructs and Measurement items

Fan page Engagement (adopted from (Linjuan, 2013; He’lia H. G., 2014)

- E1: I read/watch fan page’s brand post(test/image/video/updates) regularly
- E2: I navigate in the brand application of the fan pages.
- E3: I “like” the brand posts of fan pages
- E4: I “comment” on the brand post
- E5: I “comment” on other followers’ posts and comments.
- E6: I write on my Facebook wall about my followed fan page
- E7: I “invite” friends to “like” my followed page
- E8: I “share” Brand posts from fan page
- E10: I “participate” in fan page promotional campaign or contests
- E11: I like to spread Fan page promotional offerings to my Facebook communities.
- E12: I like to write on fan page Wall.
- E13: I like to consult with the marketers through fan page message option.

Fan page Purchase Intention (Adopted from (Chetna; Jhan, 2014; Angella, 2016)

- P1: I purchased the same brand when required as I like it on FB Page.
- P2: I buy its products directly from FB or Online portals when required.
- P3: I intend to purchase this product/brand in future as well.
- P4: I am loyal customer of the brand I ‘like’ on Facebook.
- P5: I would consider buying the promoted products on fan page.
- P6: The probability that I would consider fan page information before buying.
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